Life’s twists and turns will take you to unexpected places… and what could be better than that? The 8-passenger Pilot was designed to make every drive, day trip and extended vacation even more fun. So load up your family and friends and take full advantage of its impressive 25-mpg highway rating. The Pilot is ready and waiting, no matter where you and yours are headed next.

ADVENTURE FOR ALL.
EVERYONE’S INVITED.

Everything’s more exciting when you’re with your favorite people, which is why the Pilot offers a spacious interior with seating for eight. Tri-zone automatic climate control keeps everyone comfortable, whether they run hot or cold. And with seats that fold into 16 different positions, your cargo just might feel a little pampered, too.

60/40 SEATING
Stowing longer items while carrying passengers is no problem. Just pick a side.

UNIQUE CONFIGURATIONS
Enjoy even more options when you fold down the second or third row.

FOLD-FLAT CONVENIENCE
With both second and third rows folded, 4-foot-wide sheets of plywood can be carried completely flat.*
Driving a Pilot means you’re fully equipped for every journey. The available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ keeps you on track with turn-by-turn directions,* while the free FM Traffic feature helps you avoid gridlock. Two GB of internal storage lets you access your favorite tunes instantly. Navigation-equipped models also offer 15 GB (about 3,500 songs) and Song By Voice.* Simply say the song title to hear it play. And the intelligent Multi-Information Display (i-MID) lets you upload a wallpaper photo, scroll through your phone book and keep tabs on fuel economy.

*Some roads unverified. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

**DVD ENTERTAINMENT**
The rear entertainment system‡ features a vivid 9-inch flip-down screen (available on EX-L; standard on SE and Touring).

**PLUGGED IN**
Rear entertainment models include RCA inputs to display a video source—like a game console—on the 9-inch screen.

**MUSICAL POSSIBILITIES**
The premium audio system (Touring) features 10 speakers, including center channel and subwoofer, surround sound and a 650-watt amplifier. Radio Data System (RDS) can display information on the song currently playing. SiriusXM® Radio is standard on SE and above.

**SEE WHAT’S BEHIND**
All models come with a standard rearview camera. Navigation-equipped models include a rearview display with multiple viewing angles. Select Normal, Wide, or Top mode for extra back-up precision.
PERFORMANCE ART.

There’s an art to engineering a 3.5-liter i-VTEC® V-6, and Honda’s best and brightest did just that. A robust and efficient 250-hp* engine pumps out 253 lb-ft of torque.* Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM*) technology activates or deactivates up to three cylinders, giving you more power when you need it, and better fuel efficiency† when you don’t. And we all can applaud the fact that the Pilot is an Ultra-Low-Emission Vehicle (ULEV-2).*

25 MPG / HWY RATING†
Honda is committed to helping provide safety for everyone. That means crash protection that focuses not only on our own drivers and passengers, but also on the occupants of other vehicles, as well as injury mitigation for pedestrians. We are dedicated to identifying and implementing new, advanced designs and features that help enhance safety on the road.

CONFIDENCE IS COMFORTING.
SIX AIRBAGS
Every Pilot has standard front, front side, and side curtain airbags* that can help reduce the likelihood of injury in a collision.

ACE BODY STRUCTURE
The Honda-exclusive Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) body structure enhances occupant protection and crash compatibility in frontal collisions. (Depicted top left.)

CHILD SAFETY FEATURES
The Pilot is equipped with LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren) in all three second-row seating positions and the passenger side third-row position.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING
The Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)* alerts the driver when pressure in any tire becomes significantly low. Navigation-equipped models display the current pressure of each tire.

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST
Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA)† helps sense oversteer or understeer, and brakes individual wheels and/or reduces engine power to help keep you on your intended course.

BRAKE ASSIST
Brake Assist, a component of the anti-lock braking system (ABS), helps apply full braking force in some emergency situations.

CHILDREN 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in a rear seat.

*Honda reminds you and your passengers to always buckle up. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in a rear seat. VSA is not a substitute for safe driving. It cannot correct the vehicle’s course in every situation or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver.
INSPIRATIONAL, INSIDE AND OUT.

With 8 inches of ground clearance and available 4-wheel drive, city potholes and country roads are no match for the Pilot. Its 4,500-lb (4WD) towing capacity is plenty capable whether you’re hauling personal watercraft, motorcycles or more. A full-size SUV with exceptional strength, the Pilot will take you just about anywhere you want to go, whenever inspiration strikes.
### Exterior/Interior Colors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior Color</th>
<th>LX Interior</th>
<th>EX Interior</th>
<th>SE Interior</th>
<th>EX-L/TOURING Interior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabaster Silver Metallic</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Black or Gray Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Black Pearl</td>
<td>Beige Fabric</td>
<td>Beige Fabric</td>
<td>Beige Leather</td>
<td>Black or Beige Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Amber Metallic</td>
<td>Beige Fabric</td>
<td>Beige Fabric</td>
<td>Beige Leather</td>
<td>Beige Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Cherry Pearl</td>
<td>Beige Fabric</td>
<td>Beige Fabric</td>
<td>Black or Beige Leather</td>
<td>Black or Beige Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Steel Metallic</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Black or Gray Leather</td>
<td>Black or Gray Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsidian Blue Pearl</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Leather</td>
<td>Gray Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taffeta White</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Leather</td>
<td>Black or Beige Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Diamond Pearl</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Fabric</td>
<td>Gray Leather</td>
<td>Black or Beige Leather</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Interior Colors

- **Beige**: Light beige fabric or leather.
- **Gray**: Dark grey fabric or leather.
- **Black**: Dark black leather.

- **LX Fabric**
- **EX Fabric**
- **SE Fabric**
- **EX-L/TOURING Leather**
Pilot LX
- 250-hp 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 5-speed automatic transmission
- ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined): 2WD: 18/25/21 mpg; 4WD: 17/24/20 mpg
- Hill start assist
- Variable Torque Management (VTM-4®) with traction control
- Rear privacy glass
- Acoustic windshield
- Remote entry
- Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Vehicle Stability Assist
- Advanced Compatibility
- Six airbags
- Suspension/multi-link rear suspension with trailing arms
- Body-colored power side mirrors (heated on 4WD models)
- Security system
- Multi-reflector halogen headlights with auto-off
- Pre-wired for trailer harness
- Integrated Class III trailer hitch
- Cruise control
- Tilt and telescopic steering column
- Map lights (all rows)
- Memory-linked side mirrors (2nd-row)
- Body-colored parking sensors (front/rear)
- Memory-assisted power tailgate
- One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
- One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
- Hard disk drive (HDD), including subwoofer
- Honda DVD Rear Entertainment System (RES) with voice recognition, FM Traffic and multi-angle view cameras
- Song By Voice® (SBV)
- Multi-Information Display (MID)
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) with location and pressure indicators
- Integrated sunshades (2nd-row)
- Driver’s seat with two-position memory
- 650-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 10 speakers, including subwoofer

All 2015 Honda vehicles—and any Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase—are covered by a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty. Plus, Honda cars and trucks are covered by a 3-year/60,000-mile Limited Powertrain Warranty too. For more information or assistance, see your Honda dealer or please give us a call at 1-800-33-Honda.

24-hour emergency road service is available to you in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada throughout your 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty term, starting with 2015 vehicles. Services include jump starting, flat tire and lockout assistance, towing, and more (limitations apply). Call 1-866-864-5211.

Pilot EX-L with RES (Adds to or replaces EX-L features)
- Honda DVD Rear Entertainment System (RES) with 115-volt power outlet

Pilot EX-L with Navigation (Adds to or replaces EX-L features)
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition, FM Traffic and multi-angle rearview camera with guidelines and compass
- i-MID with 8-inch high resolution screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- 246-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- Hard disk drive (HDD), including 15-GB audio memory
- PREVIEW ONE-TOUCH POWER MOONROOF WITH TILT FEATURE
- PREVIEW ONE-TOUCH POWER MOONROOF WITH TILT FEATURE
- PREVIEW i-MID WITH 8-INCH SCREEN, INCLUDING SUBWOOFER
- PREVIEW PREVIEW USES Bluetooth® streaming audio
- PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PREVIEW PRE VIEW
18 city/25 highway/21 combined mpg rating for 2WD models. 17 city/24 highway/20 combined mpg rating for 4WD models. Based on 2015 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. 

Carrying too much cargo or improperly storing it can affect the handling, stability and operation of this vehicle. Follow applicable load limits and loading guidelines. 

The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System is available on EX-L models and standard on Touring models in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. (FM Traffic service only available in the United States, except Alaska.) Please see your Honda dealer for details. 

Audio memory is a component of navigation system’s hard disk drive (HDD). 

The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System and DVD Rear Entertainment System are only available separately on EX-L models. 

SiriusXM services require a subscription after any trial period. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM service at the end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates until you call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. Fees and programming subject to change. XM satellite service is available only to those at least 18 years and older in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C. ©2014 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. 

Always visually confirm that it is safe to drive before backing up; the rearview camera display does not provide complete information about all conditions and objects at the rear of your vehicle. 

ULEV-2 (Ultra-Low-Emission Vehicle) models as certified by the California Air Resources Board (CARB). 

For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge. Do not rely solely on the monitor system. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 

Maximum towing capacity for 4WD models is 4,500 lbs. Premium unleaded fuel is recommended when towing above 3,500 lbs. Maximum towing capacity for 2WD models is 2,000 lbs. Towing requires the addition of the Honda accessory towing kit, trailer harness and hitch ball. Trailer harness is standard on Touring models. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 

250-hp @ 5700 rpm (SAE net). 

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., is under license. 

The USB Audio Interface is used for direct connection to and control of some current digital audio players and other USB devices that contain MP3, WMA or AAC music files. Some USB devices with security software and digital rights-protected files may not work. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 

HomeLink and the HomeLink house are registered trademarks of Johnson Controls. 

3-Year/36,000-Mile Limited Warranty. 5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty. Ordinary maintenance or adjustments, parts subject to normal wear and replacement, and certain items are excluded. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 

NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. © NHL 2014. All Rights Reserved. 

The Twitter mark is a trademark of Twitter, Inc. Always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in a rear seat. 

Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this brochure are based upon the latest available information. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. American Honda Motor Co., Inc., reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, specifications, accessories, materials and models. Some features mentioned herein are not available in all areas. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Some vehicles may be shown with optional equipment. Available = Optional. 

All images contained herein are either owned by American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or used under a valid license. It is a violation of federal law to reproduce these images without express written permission from American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or the individual copyright owner of such images. Honda Financial Services is a DBA of American Honda Finance Corporation. 


Pilot Touring shown on page one in Obsidian Blue Pearl with accessory crossbars and surfboard attachment.